
Come Away With Me
The ongoing story of the life of Ross Harvey

Tagline:  Everything happens for a reason.

A narrative done in the style of Titanic.
My story, I am the story teller.
Ross Harvey is; ‘A natural to star in his own movie’.  Larry Anstedt.  KW Herald.  I think maybe I 
am.  

Opening 
Me in my room at 4080 Hingston Ave.  Pan around the room to show the images, zoom to me 
on the LaZBoy with a scrapbook.  Zoom.  Thank you.  Opening the scrapbook.  Give every 
person a good idea of me, the good and the bad, and how my life has led to Dec. 2003.

‘I have always been a person who followed his heart. This has taken me a great many directions 
in my past.  Some would say that is a bad thing, but, I say that it has taken me to where I am 
right now, and that this is an indescribably great place!’

Part I
Open the scrapbook:
A walk through my early years, showing what a full life I had...
...hockey, golf, racquetball, Josee, Martine, beating Yellen, Harvey and Andy. the move to San 
Diego, then Denver - Dirk, meeting Karla while watching Monte playing, going to the farm and 
deciding to go back to school.  Concordia, Rada..., OVC, Jodie, Alana on grad night getting free 
stuff because the owner thought we were such a cute couple.  Coming back to Montreal.  My 
talk with Eric. Building a life, Nautilus my proposal to them . and working as a golf pro, Martine 
and our Expos game with Stots.  moving to Sanctuaire, meeting Jill, giving her the apple, the 
golf ball moment.  The Rockpile.  Jim Gibson, Ralph, Skippy, Shawnee and Chris.  Eclipse, not 
listening to my heart (listening to Leon) and joining Itech.  Club 230.  CWI and Spike & Chesters.  
Bill Murphy asking me to hire Shane.  Shane’s first performance at CWI. Meeting Carla (how the 
dogs pulled her towards me). - lucky 22, Carla was 21! Our night at Sue’s resto.   Cooking 
Thanksgiving turkey for her at the club. My great friend Bakes.  Introducing her to LeScrew.  
The night when Peter threw his hat in Heather’s corner, me totalling Dad’s car.  Mirabel and my 
hopes.  My hopes dashed.  Larry Mark Joseph.  Stacy, her card and gifts on Valentine’s Day, 
ending our relationship.  Helping Buster out, Kim, Huster Barvey’s, our day at the Expos game 
with Dad and Dougie. Ultrafitt and meeting Farber.  NuVo.  Losing Smokey. The mutiny. When 
God closes a door He opens a window.  Newmarket and Jewels.  Horseshoe Resort. Glenway.  
Vitatech and getting a business card in Vet Med for Mum.  Crispy.  Working with DMV and 
meeting Caroline at the golf tournament.  Renewing an old friendship with Mark.  ‘My kids’ Jade 
& Tristan!  The surprise when all my stuff was in the garage after Julie had spoken with Kim.  
The loft on the horse farm and place in Keswick.  Coming home and Lachine. Crispy and 
Christmas.  CWI and the conversation with PK re Mulligan Tour. A good summer.  Meeting Mark 
& EB. Going down to SC where Stots said I came back ‘changed.’  The December meeting of the 
guys from Golf Intelligence leading up to the events of late December 2003.

 



Part II
Scene 1 – Come Away with Me
The events of late Dec 2003. Back and forth between Kevin, John and myself.  Agreement to go 
forth with G3 Golf.  Whirlwind of creation. Then the silence.  The amazing night at Sexe D’Or 
with the Angel. G3 Golf --> G3 (God’s Genuine Gift) on Christmas morning.  All the incredible 
things that happened in those days. creation of Come Away With Me and distribution. The 
preparations on Dec 31. The altar, the note. Getting ready but not knowing for what.  The act 
and again and again. Throwing my clothes in the washing machine and putting on Mum’s fur 
coat.  Going upstairs to expire. Waking up and calling Stots. Urgences sante, the ambulance 
ride. My time in emergency; ‘while you’re up there can you check on my prostate?!” 

Scene 2 – 40 Days in the Desert
Screen goes black.  What you see when your eyes are closed - the universe.  Eyes open to see a 
little black and white stuffed dog which makes the same sounds Jill does (Tourette’s).  View 
widens to show Jill’s beautiful face.
SICU and the Stephen Bronfman reel in my head.  Moishe aka Stephen, Jill and that beautiful 
little stuffed dog that made a noise like hers.
The ward(s) – M & D, Jo & Al, Stots, David, Buster, BJB, Herox, Jill & Kate (the card), Murf, 
Smurph.  The Butterfly, Daniel and Oleg Nazarov.  Dr. Fraser and his little goofball student.  Dr. 
Nolan.  The lady who bought me an ice cream.
Scene 3 – Feels Like Home 
Released from the hospital the same day Norah’s follow-up album (Feels Like Home) was 
released. Coming to grips with what had happened.  My good fortune finding Eagle Golf.  A 
‘good’ summer of golf and friends.  Fighting my overwhelming instincts to get off the drugs.  
Trying to find my way.  Varenycuiz, Siddartha, Courage to Create, Heartsongs…
Scene 4 - Finding Myself Again
Quitting the drugs and the immediate changes it made.  Return to fitness and to having a 
functional brain.  Thanksgiving and Christmas.  The return of Ross.  Ready to take the next 
step, but wanting to ensure that it is in the right direction…towards true north.  Meeting 
Francine and  that disappointing day at Starbucks.
Scene 5 – Chaos to Order
A second seven days on the mountain, but much different.  Catalyst SRB Foundation letter.  
Carol Ann Bray’s name/number on my phone!  Coincidence?!!!!  My work to develop a ‘living CV’ 
for Stephen.  Dr, Cervantes, the meeting where I lost it, David’s help, then betrayal.
Scene 6 – Searching For Perfection
Varenycuiz ‘this ideal must be perfect’.  Dumping the Eagle Golf Group upon meeting Steven 
and Howard,  Peter and Chris.  My web guys.  God’s perfect plan at work on G3 Golf bringing 
everything necessary together at precisely the right time.  Phil messier and G3…the bigger 
picture.
Scene 7 – Idealism vs Reality.
Inability of the group to maintain quality standards.  Mutiny.  Taking my work, contacts and 
ideas and using them without me.  Departure of everyone for their own reasons.  Spring and 
summer on my balcony.  The reality of losing my ‘place’.  Calling Mum ‘evil’ and getting thrown 
out.  Bank fiasco (Nigeria scam),  Finding the Truth (bible)…
Scene 8 – Losing Myself
The conversation with Shirley at Kelly’s.  The process of giving up everything physical I owned.  
Moving back closer to my parent’s.  My wonderful late summer and fall in Westmount Park.  The 
kids, the water, the animals, Larry, Therese and Sparky.  The miracles that happen in every 
minute. Katherine Avanti.  A return to seeing life through the eyes of a child.  The darkness of 
Christmas without my family.  Their worry.  God’s Grace on Dec 31. ‘I will never do this to you 
again.’



Scene 9 - Marching towards heaven
The early days of 2006.  Everything is beautiful! Walking into Metro daily, walking out with 
flowers and seeing the smiling faces.  Writing the note for the guy at the Hogg’s, dropping off 
my stuff.  The night at Busters where I got naked.  Taking the Pfizer pills, falling asleep with my 
guitar on my lap.  The pictures on my kitchen table (a second ‘altar’).
Scene 10 - 9() Days
A completely different time on 4E. Meeting Suzanne and the artist. Helping her to walk.  The 
nice Phillipino lady next to me who prayed all night!  Moving her, me knocking the nurse over, 
solitary confinement.  The group trying to restrain me to inject me.  Kicking the door and 
frightening Dr. Milroy.  Getting on social assistance.
Scene 11 - Coming home
Moving into the little apartment, then into Dad’s room at home.  My daily walks and time at the 
‘office’.  All the people I have met - a tribute to them!  God keeping me down.  Brian, Morris, 
Kellie & Maya, John, Jean Guy, Gilles the can man, Eldon & Adrienne, Lynn & Jose, Maggie, Bob, 
Bob, Sammy (Paul), Dave, Renee, Esther, Marisa, Heather...  Dad’s death.
Scene 12 - God bringing me back
The email from Pat.  Joining West End and CDL.  Beginning the climb.  A parallel return to brain 
functioning.  My 50th Bday, iMac and LaZBoy.  New ideas!  Meeting Paul, Eden Project 
beginnings.
Scene 13 - Dec 25, 2010 +++ The Healing
Meeting Lynn Kerr and building her website.  Building the NuVo site.  The Stephen Bronfman
affair!  My drive out the west island, breakfast, trying to find my way around the ‘Ste Anne’s 
home, Francine’s place, ending up at Stots’/ Mum going up to the cottage.  The police/urgence 
sante at the door. The night at the hospital.  The conversation with the guy about uncle Doug 
and Harvey Sport shop, the little British lady who asked me for help getting an orderly to 
change her, the guy I gave my jacket to and Jo’s response. The lemon poppy seed cake ‘from 
heaven!’
Scene 14 - Another 60 days, but on 4W
All the great feelings!  Being with people I loved.  David and Tuba. Sabrina? Not wanting to 
leave.  The two police officers. Calling Jo-Anne out after she had just brought me Yangtze.    
Lynn and the smoked meat sandwich!  My day in court. Dr. Milroy sending me home and the 
meeting.  Getting my hair cut and going to Jill’s 50th birthday party the same night! 
Scene 15 - Come Away With Me
8 - the number of eternity and infinity.  Getting ready for Christmas.  Meeting ADMc.

Part III
Closing.  Back to me.
‘No one knows for certain how and even if Christ will return.  You now know my story.  I hope it 
causes you to think.  To think with your heart rather than your brain.  I hope it causes you to 
want to get out into your life and become a better person.  2000 years ago, Christ’s message 
was love for God and for your neighbours and mine is precisely the same.  Get out there and be 
a force for good. It will make your every day brighter knowing that you have helped your fellow 
man.  God bless you.’


